Abstract. We describe a general construction of irreducible unitary representations of the group of currents with values in the semidirect product of a locally compact subgroup P 0 and a one-parameter group R * + = {r : r > 0} of automorphisms of P 0 . This construction is determined by a a faithful unitary representation of P 0 (canonical representation) whose images under the action of the group of automorphisms tend to the identity representation as r → 0. We apply this construction to the groups of currents of the maximal parabolic subgroups of the groups of motions of the n-dimensional real and complex Lobachevsky spaces. The obtained representations of the groups of parabolic currents can be uniquely extended to the groups of currents with values in the semisimple groups O(n, 1) and U (n, 1). This gives a new description of the representations of the groups of currents of these groups constructed in the 70s and realized in the Fock space. The key role in our construction is played by the so-called special representation of the parabolic subgroup P and the remarkable σ-finite measure (Lebesgue measure) L in the space of distributions.
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To dear Israel Moiseevich Gelfand on the occasion of his 95th birthday
In 1972, on the initiative of I. M. Gelfand, a series of papers by three authors (I.M., M.I., A.M) on unitary representations of functional groups, or current groups, was started. The problem that was posed by I.M. to the first author of this paper in spring 1972 and that initiated this series of papers was to find out whether there exists a "multiplicative integral of representations" (see below) for the group SL(2, R). Soon it became clear that the answer to this question is positive, and the first paper of the series [2] contained a description of several models of this representation. The main idea was to study a neighborhood of the identity representation of the group SL(2, R) itself and the so-called special (infinitesimal) representation of this group, whose first cohomology is nontrivial. A multiplicative integral of representations is, in the authors' words, a "tensor product of infinitely many infinitesimal representations." In the subsequent joint papers, various generalizations of this construction (to simple Lie groups of rank 1, for groups of diffeomorphisms, etc.) were found, and techniques for working with such representations were developed. Starting from 2004, the authors of this paper initiated a systematic study of integral models of representations of current groups based on a new interpretation of continual tensor product that is different from the Fock one and essentially exploits a remarkable σ-finite measure in the space of distributions. A systematic presentation of the whole area will be given in the book The Representation Theory of Current Groups by the three authors, which is now in preparation. § 1. Introduction
We give a brief description of the theory of integral models of representations of current groups introduced in the previous paper by the same authors [10] . The integral models for the groups of currents of the parabolic subgroups of semisimple groups of rank 1 are used for constructing representations of the groups of currents of these semisimple groups themselves. We also establish a relation between the integral models and the corresponding representations of the groups of currents of semisimple groups of rank 1 and the Fock models considered earlier ( [5, 6] ).
By a group of currents we mean a group of measurable functions, on some space or manifold equipped with a measure, with values in some group of coefficients, endowed with the pointwise multiplication. Only those irreducible representations of current groups are of interest that are invariant under some group of automorphisms of the base space, for example, the group of rotations of the circle (in the case of loops) or the group of all measure-preserving transformations. In [2] , such a representation (if it does exist) was called a multiplicative integral of representations, since in a sense it is a continuous tensor product of representations of the group of coefficients. The problem of existence of such a representation for a given group of coefficients and a given base space is far from being trivial. The general scheme of studying representations of current groups in a Fock space (i.e., in a Hilbert space endowed with a Fock factorization respected by representations) is presented in [1] . In particular, in this case the base of the current group can be an arbitrary measure space, and the group of coefficients G must have an irreducible unitary representation with nontrivial first cohomology. As shown [13] , the latter condition can be satisfied only if the identity representation of G is not isolated in the set of irreducible unitary representations with the Fell topology (see [18] ). Using the adopted terminology, one can say that G must not satisfy Kazhdan's property (T). An irreducible unitary representation π with nontrivial first cohomology H 1 (G; π) is called special. Among the semisimple Lie groups, only some groups of rank 1 have a special representation, namely, the groups of motions of the real and complex Lobachevsky spaces: U (n, 1) and O(n, 1). For the groups of currents with coefficients in these groups, the corresponding irreducible representations were first constructed in [2, 3] . They are realized in a Fock space, which is the exponential of a one-particle space, the latter being in turn a direct integral of special representations. The construction of any representation of a current group in a Fock space substantially uses a nontrivial 1-cocycle of the group of coefficients with values in a special representation of this group, whose existence guarantees the irreducibility of the representation of the current group. The Fock model is convenient, and it is used in most papers on the representation theory of infinite-dimensional groups. In this model, the operators of the maximal compact subgroup of currents are diagonalized. Note also that the structure of a Fock Hilbert space can be equivalently described with the help of the infinite-dimensional Gaussian measure ("white noise"), and that the model suggested below uses another remarkable measure in an infinite-dimensional space.
The paper [5] initiated the study of another model of representations of current groups, in which the operators of unipotent subgroups are diagonalized. This approach has gradually led to a quite new understanding of the nature of multiplicative integrals of representations and continuous tensor products. It is based on two principal observations. 1) As in the case of the classical semisimple Lie groups, e.g., SL(2, R), one should start constructing a representation of a group of semisimple currents with constructing a representation of currents of the maximal parabolic subgroup, and then extend it to the whole group of currents of the semisimple group.
2) In turn, the existence of a representation of the group of currents of the maximal parabolic subgroup of a semisimple group of rank 1 is due to the fact that there exists a remarkable σ-finite measure on the cone of discrete finite positive measures on a manifold that is invariant under the continuous analog of the Cartan subgroup, namely, the group of multiplicators with finite integral of the logarithm. This measure, which was introduced in [5] , studied in [15, 14] , and investigated in detail in the recent papers [11, 12] , was called the infinite-dimensional Lebesgue measure. It allows us to drastically simplify all constructions of representations of current groups of semidirect products. Moreover, it proves to be closely related to many combinatorial, analytical, and probabilistic problems.
For the reason that will be clear from the construction, we call this type of models of representations of current groups integral models. In this paper, we present a coherent treatment of this alternative construction of integral models of representations of current groups of semidirect products, and show how they can be extended to the groups of currents of the groups of motions of the Lobachevsky spaces.
In brief, our model of continuous tensor products of Hilbert spaces and representations of groups of currents (loops) in these continuous tensor products is as follows: a) we consider the space of countable linear positive combinations of δ-measures on the base space with a finite sum of coefficients, endowed with the infinite-dimensional Lebesgue measure defined below [12, 11]; b) with each trajectory we associate a countable tensor product of Hilbert spaces and representations in these spaces, taken along this trajectory; c) we define the direct integral of the constructed countable tensor products with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the space of trajectories.
Our construction yields representations of groups of currents (and, in particular, groups of loops) in a Hilbert space endowed with an additional structure, denoted by INT; these representations are equivalent to the representations constructed earlier in [2, 3] and realized in the Fock space EXP. The (unique up to a scalar) isomorphism between the spaces EXP and INT is of interest in itself.
1) One more advantage of this method of constructing representations of current groups is that the irreducibility of the representation of the parabolic group of currents, as well as the analysis of the special representation, becomes almost obvious. The only problem is to extend representations to the whole semisimple group of currents. This turns out to be possible for O(n, 1) and U (n, 1), and impossible for Sp(n, 1).
In Section 2 we define the class of semidirect products that serve as the groups of coefficients of current groups in our construction of integral models of representations. We introduce the notion of a canonical representation, which is used in the definition of a special 1) Note that this isomorphism preserves the structure of a Fock factorization of tensor products of Hilbert spaces. At the same time, there exist non-Fock factorizations in Hilbert spaces (see [17] ), and hence there is a possibility to construct representations of current groups with factorizations nonisomorphic to the Fock one. As far as we know, this possibility has not yet been studied.
representation of a semidirect product. In Section 3 we describe the main construction. Sections 4-5 contain formulas for the spherical function of the integral model and for the isomorphism between the integral model and the Fock model. In Section 6 we give a detailed description of the integral model in the simplest case, that of the parabolic subgroup of the group SL(2, R ), and construct an extension of this integral model to the whole group. In Sections 7-8 we do the same for the general case of the parabolic subgroups of the groups U (n, 1) and O(n, 1). For U (n, 1), we should distinguish the cases of orthogonal and unitary special representations: in the unitary case, there arise projective unitary representations of the group of currents of U (n, 1), also considered in [6] . There is a relation between these projective representations and unitary (nonprojective) representations of the current group G X , where G is the universal covering group of U (n, 1) constructed in [4] . Note also that there exists a well-developed theory of projective highest weight representations for the case of groups of smooth loops with semisimple coefficients (the Kac-Moody theory). The same applies also to other representations of smooth currents. The proofs and the detailed version of the theory of integral models is presented in another paper, presently under preparation. § 2. The original construction: special representations of semidirect products of groups
We begin with a general scheme which applies, in particular, to parabolic subgroups of semisimple groups of rank 1. Consider the semidirect product P = S ⋌ P 0 of a locally compact group P 0 and a one-parameter multiplicative group S ∼ = R * + of automorphisms of P 0 . Denote by g r the image of an element g ∈ P 0 under an automorphism r ∈ S. In what follows, unless otherwise stated, the term "representation" means an orthogonal or unitary representation. The group of automorphisms also acts on representations T of the group P 0 ; namely, every representation T of the subgroup P 0 in a Hilbert space H gives rise to a family of T -associated representations T r , r ∈ R * + , obtained from T by automorphisms from the group R * : T r (g) ≡ T (g r ). A cyclic representation T of the subgroup P 0 is called canonical with respect to the group of automorphisms S if there exists a unit cyclic vector h ∈ H such that T r (g)h − h < c(g)r for sufficiently small r and any g ∈ P 0 . A vector h satisfying this property is called almost invariant with respect to the representation T . Obviously, in the Fell topology (see, e.g., [18] ) on the space of representations, the representations {T r } tend to the identity representation as r → 0. In terms of the matrix elements of T (states) corresponding to cyclic vectors h, our definition reads as follows:
for all g ∈ G, where ϕ h (g) = Re{ T (g)h, h } is a normalized positive definite function on the group G (a "state").
2)
2) The function ψ(·) defined above is an unbounded conditionally positive definite function and is equal to the squared norm of the nontrivial cocycle in the special representation (see below With every canonical representation T of the subgroup P 0 we can associate a representation T of the group P = R * + ⋌ P 0 in the direct integral of the Hilbert spaces H r ≡ H with respect to the multiplicative Haar measure r −1 dr on R * + ,
i.e., in the space of sections f (r) of the fiber bundle over R * + with fiber H r over a point r ∈ R * + . The action of the operators T (g 0 ), g 0 ∈ P 0 , on H is fiberwise: ( T (g 0 )f )(r) = T r (g 0 )f (r); the operators T (r 0 ), r 0 ∈ R * + , permute the fibers: ( T (r 0 )f )(r) = f (r 0 r).
Lemma. The representation T of the group P is a special representation (see [8] ).
Indeed, by construction, this representation has nontrivial 1-cocycles b : Examples of groups of the form P = R * + ⋌ P 0 for which the subgroup P 0 has canonical representations are the maximal parabolic subgroups of the groups O(n, 1), U (n, 1), and Sp(n, 1). In the case of O(n, 1), there is only one, up to passing to conjugate representations, canonical representation. In the cases of U (n, 1) and Sp(n, 1), the group P 0 has countably many irreducible canonical representations. Each of them gives rise to a special irreducible representation of the group P . Note that among all special representations of the group P ⊂ U (n, 1), only two unitary representations and one real representation can be extended to a special representation of the whole group U (n, 1). The group Sp(n, 1) has no special representations at all. § 3.
Construction of the integral model of representations (INT)
The current group P X , where P is a locally compact group and X is a space with a probability measure m, is the group of bounded measurable mappings X → P endowed with pointwise multiplication. In [10], for groups P of the form P = R * + ⋌ P 0 , for each canonical representation T of the subgroup P 0 in a space H and a vector h ∈ H almost invariant with respect to T , we defined a representation of the current group P X , which was called the integral model. By analogy with Fock models EXP (see [5] ), we will denote this representation of the group P X by INT T , and the space in which it is realized, by INT H, or, in more detail, INT (H, h).
The construction of the representation INT T of the current group P X for P = R * + ⋌ P 0 is similar to the construction of a special representation of the group P from a canonical representation T of the subgroup P 0 . First of all, in this construction, the space R * + is P SL(2, R) were defined as states that are invariant with respect to a compact subgroup and satisfy a close condition. Here we somewhat extend the notion of a canonical state using the same term.
replaced by the cone of real positive finite atomic measures on the space (X, m):
in what follows, elements of this space will be denoted by ξ = {r k , x k }. Instead of the multiplicative Haar measure r −1 dr on R * + , we consider the infinite-dimensional σ-finite measure dL(ξ) on l 1 + (X). This measure (see [11] ), which is an infinite-dimensional analog of the Lebesgue measure on the octant R n + , is uniquely determined by its Laplace transform:
where f is an arbitrary nonnegative measurable function on (X, m) with log f (x)dm(x) < ∞. Note that, like the classical Laplace transform, equation (2) makes sense also for complex-valued functions f with nonnegative real component. The construction of the integral model essentially uses only two properties of the measure L: its projective invariance with respect to the group of multiplicators M a (namely, dL(M a ξ) = ϕ(a) dL(ξ), where ϕ(a) = e 1 2 R X log a(x)d m(x) ) and its ergodicity with respect to this group. The invariance follows directly from the formula for the Laplace transform; for a proof of the ergodicity, see [12] . In particular, the projective invariance of L implies the orthogonality (respectively, unitarity) of the representation INT T , and the ergodicity of L implies the irreducibility of INT T . For a detailed study of the properties of this remarkable measure, see [11, 12] .
Further, in the construction of the integral model, the spaces H r , r ∈ R * + (which are the spaces of representations of the subgroup P 0 ) are replaced by the countable tensor products
, with stabilizing almost invariant vectors h ∈ H (which are the spaces of representations T ξ of the group P X 0 ). By definition, the countable tensor product H ξ = ⊗ ∞ k=1 H r k with stabilizing almost invariant vector h ∈ H is the completion of the inductive limit of the spaces ⊗ n k=1 H r k with respect to the embeddings x ∈ ⊗ n k=1 H r k → x ⊗ h r n+1 ∈ ⊗ n+1 k=1 H r k , h r n+1 = h. The action of the operators corresponding to the subgroup P X 0 on H ξ is given by the formula
Note that the representations T ξ are well defined only for canonical representations T of the subgroup P 0 .
The space INT H of the integral model U = INT T is defined, by analogy with the space H = ∞ 0 H r r −1 dr of the representation of P associated with a canonical representation T of P 0 , as the direct integral of the Hilbert spaces H ξ with respect to the measure L:
i.e., as the space of sections F (ξ) = F ({r k , x k }) of the fiber bundle over l 1 + (X) with fiber H ξ over a point ξ = {r k , x k }. The action of the subgroup P X representation U = INT T of this group in the whole space INT H:
The extension of this representation of P X 0 to the whole group P X is given by the formula
It follows from the definition that the representation INT T of the group P X is invariant under transformations of the space X preserving the measure m.
-80 Theorem 1. ([10] ) If a canonical representation T of the subgroup P 0 is irreducible, then the corresponding representations T and U = INT T of the groups P and P X , respectively, are irreducible.
Remark. The construction of the integral model also makes sense if we replace the probability measure m on X with any positive finite measure (with m(X) = θ) or, which is equivalent, introduce the coefficient θ > 0 into the exponent in the definition of the Laplace transform of the measure L. The one-parameter family, thus defined, of representations of P X still satisfies Theorem 1. For simplicity, here we restrict ourselves with the case θ = 1.
Let us define the spherical function of the representation U = INT T of the group P X associated with a canonical representation T of the subgroup P 0 in a space H as the following function on P X :
where Ω is a unit vector in the space H = INT H of the form
The spherical function of the representation U is given by the formula 4-4-4 where f 0 (r) = e − r 2 h r and b(g) = ( T (g)f 0 )(r) − f 0 (r) is the 1-cocycle of the representation T of the group P associated with T , see (1) 
. § 4. Relation between integral models and Fock representations
Given an arbitrary locally compact group G, each pair ( T , b), where T is a special representation of G in a space H and b : G → H is a nontrivial 1-cocycle, gives rise to a Fock model of the corresponding representation of the current group G X , see [5] . It is realized in the Hilbert space EXP H X = ⊕ ∞ k=0 S k H X , where S k stands for the kth symmetric tensor power and
The operators of this representation are defined on the total subset of vectors of the form EXP v = 1
Here T X and b X (g) are the representation of the group G X in the space H X and the 1-cocycle b X : G X → H X generated, respectively, by the representation T of the group G and the 1-cocycle b : G → H. The operators U (g 1 g 2 ) and U (g 1 )U (g 2 ) in the Fock representation are related by the formula
. Thus, in the case of unitary representations T , the Fock representations are, in general, projective. However, for groups of the form P = R * + ⋌ P 0 , the 2-cocycle a(g 1 , g 2 ) is trivial, so that these representations are projective equivalent to ordinary (nonprojective) representations.
M:2 Theorem 3. Let T be a canonical representation of the group P 0 and T be the special representation of the group P associated with T (see above). Then the integral model INT T of the corresponding representation of the group P X is projective equivalent to the Fock representation of this group associated with the same representation T and the 1-cocycle of the form (1) with f 0 (r) = e − r 2 h r . § 5. Integral models of representations of the subgroup P ⊂ SL(2, R ) of triangular matrices and their extensions to the group SL(2, R ) X Let us write elements of the subgroup P ⊂ SL(2, R ) of triangular matrices g = ǫ −1 0 γ ǫ as pairs (ǫ, γ) with the multiplication law (
. The group P can be presented as the semidirect product P = R * + ⋌ P 0 , where P 0 is the commutative group consisting of the elements (±1, γ).
Up to passing to conjugate representations, the group P 0 has two unitary irreducible canonical representations T ± in one-dimensional spaces H ± and one orthogonal representation T 0 in a two-dimensional space H 0 . The representations T ± r in the spaces H ± r = H ± are defined by the formulas T ± r (1, γ) = e ±ir 2 γ id, T ± r (±1, 0) = id. Accordingly, the countable tensor products H ± ξ , ξ = {r k , x k }, in which the current group P X 0 acts, are also one-dimensional, so that the spaces INT H ± of the representations U ± = INT T ± of the group P X are the Hilbert spaces of complex-valued functionals F ± (ξ) = F ({r k , x k }) on l 1 + (X) with the norm
The operators of these representations are identical on the center of P X and are uniquely determined by the formulas (f, f ) ; the corresponding operators are the restrictions of the operators T + r (g) ⊕ T − r (g) to these subspaces. Hence the spaces H 0 ξ of the representations of P X 0 are countable tensor products of two-dimensional real spaces, and the integral model U 0 = INT T 0 of the corresponding representation of P X acts in the direct integral of these spaces with respect to the measure L:
The operators U 0 (r 0 (·), 0) of this representation are given by the same formula (6) , and the operators U 0 (1, γ(·)) are given by the formula
Note that under the natural embedding INT H
, the operators U 0 (g) are the restrictions to INT H 0 of the operators U (g) in the space INT (H + ⊕ H − ).
Let us describe the extensions of the representations U ± and U 0 of the current group P X to the group SL(2, R ) X .
Consider a homogeneous space of the group G = SL(2, R ), namely, the upper complex half-plane L endowed with the following action of G: z → gz = δz+γ βz+α for g = α β γ δ (the Lobachevsky plane). Denote by L X the space of bounded functions z : X → L. Note that the integral X log |z(x)| dm(x) converges for every function z ∈ L X , since z is bounded. The action of the group G on L induces the pointwise action of the group and define functions u ± (g, z) on G × L by the formulas
where we have denoted z 0 = i. In order to extend the representations U ± = INT T ± of the group P X to the group SL(2, R ) X , with each function z ∈ L X we associate the following functionals on l 1 + (X):
These functionals lie in the spaces INT H ± and form total subsets in these spaces. We define the action of the operators U ± (g) of the current group SL(2, R ) X on the sets of functionals of the form F ± z by the following formula: where u ± (g, z) is given by (9) .
:21 Theorem 4. The operators U ± (g) defined by (10) can be extended to unitary operators on the corresponding spaces INT H ± and determine projective representations of the group G X in INT H ± . The restrictions of these representations to the subgroup P X coincide with the original representations of this subgroup.
In order to extend the orthogonal representation U 0 = INT T 0 of the group P X in the space INT H 0 to the group SL(2, R ) X , with each function z ∈ L X we associate the following functional on l 1 + (X):
The functionals F 0 z lie in the space INT H 0 and form a total set in this space.
We define the action of the operators U 0 (g) of the group P X on the set of functionals of the form F 0 z by the formula [9] [10] where u ± (g, z) is still given by (9) .
:22 Theorem 5. The operators U 0 (g) can be extended to orthogonal operators on INT H 0 and determine an orthogonal representation of the group G X in INT H 0 . Its restriction to the subgroup P X coincides with the original representation of P X . The obtained representation of the group SL(2, R )
X is equivalent to the representation constructed in [2] . § 6. Extension of the integral models of representations of the maximal parabolic subgroups of O(n, 1), U (n, 1) to the whole groups: the orthogonal version
It is known (see, e.g., [8] ) that each of the groups O(n, 1) and U (n, 1) has a unique orthogonal irreducible special representation. Its restriction to the maximal parabolic subgroup P is also irreducible and associated with a canonical orthogonal representation of the subgroup P 0 appearing in the decomposition P = R * + ⋌ P 0 ; denote this canonical orthogonal representation by T 0 . The question arises whether it is possible to extend the orthogonal representation INT T 0 of the group P X to a representation of the group O(n, 1) X or U (n, 1) X , respectively.
M:3 Theorem 6. The integral models INT T 0 of orthogonal representations of the groups P X , where P ⊂ O(n, 1) or P ⊂ U (n, 1), can be extended up to orthogonal representations of the groups O(n, 1) X and U (n, 1) X that are equivalent to their Fock representations described in [5] . The corresponding intertwining operator is generated by the mapping Ω → EXP 0 of the cyclic vectors.
The assertion of the theorem follows from the coincidence of the spherical functions of the corresponding representations of the group P X . In the case of the group U (n, 1), its special orthogonal irreducible representation can be endowed with the structure of a unitary representation in two ways. The restrictions of the special unitary representations of U (n, 1) thus obtained to the subgroup P are irreducible and associated with canonical unitary representations T + and T − of the subgroup P 0 .
M:4 Theorem 7. The integral models INT T ± of unitary representations of the group P X associated with the canonical unitary representations T ± of the subgroup P 0 can be extended up to projective unitary representations of the current group U (n, 1)
X that are projective equivalent to its Fock projective unitary representations described in [6] .
The extensions thus obtained are new models of representations of the current groups O(n, 1) X and U (n, 1) X , in which the representation space is realized as the direct integral of P X 0 -invariant subspaces with respect to the measure L, and elements from (R * + ) X ⊂ P X permute these subspaces. § 7. Extension of the integral models of representations of the maximal parabolic subgroup of U (n, 1) to the whole group: the unitary version Let us realize U (n, 1) as the group of linear transformations in C n+1 preserving the Hermitian form x 1 x n+1 + x n+1 x 1 + |x 2 | 2 + . . . + |x n | 2 , and let us represent elements g ∈ U (n, 1) in a block form: g = g ij i,j=1,2,3 , where the matrices on the diagonal are of orders 1, n−1, and 1, respectively. In this realization, P is the subgroup in U (n, 1) consisting of all lower triangular block matrices. It can be presented as the semidirect product P = R * + ⋌P 0 , where P 0 = D 0 ⋌ N , N is the Heisenberg group of order 2n − 1 realized as the group of pairs (t, z) ∈ R ⊗ C n−1 , and D 0 ∼ = U (1) × U (n − 1). In the construction of the integral models INT T ± and INT T 0 , the canonical unitary representations T ± of the group P 0 are realized in the spaces H ± , respectively, of entire analytical and entire anti-analytical functions f (z) on C n−1 with the norm f 2 = C n−1 |f (z)| 2 e −zz * dµ(z) (for the action of P 0 on H ± , see [8] ). The orthogonal canonical representation T 0 is realized in the subspace H The extensions of these representations to the whole group U (n, 1) X can be constructed in a way similar to the case of SL(2, R ). Namely, instead of the Lobachevsky plane, we consider the homogeneous space L of the group U (n, 1) that is equivalent to the disk in C n (the n-dimensional complex Lobachevsky space): Consider the following function on L × L:
Further, denote by L X the set of measurable bounded mappings v : X → L with the pointwise action v → gv of the group P X . Note that the integral X c(v(x), v(x)) dm(x) converges for every v ∈ L X since v ∈ L X is bounded. With each triple v = (a, b) ∈ L X , r ∈ R * + , and x ∈ X, we associate a vector f v,r,x ∈ H r : f v,r,x (z) = exp(r 2 a(x) + r(z, b(x))), (z, b) = z i b i ;
with elements v ∈ L X we associate the following functionals F ± v (ξ) and F 0 v (ξ) on l 1 + (X):
These functionals lie in the spaces INT H ± and INT H 0 , respectively, and form total subsets in these spaces. On these sets we define the actions of the operators U ± (g) and U 0 (g) by the same formulas (10) and (11), as in the case of the group SL(2, R ), in which z should be replaced by v, the function c(z 1 , z 2 ) should be replaced by the function c(v 1 , v 2 ) introduced above, and instead of z 0 = i one should write v 0 = (−1, 0). 0-1 Theorem 8. The operators U ± (g) and U 0 (g) can be extended to unitary and orthogonal operators in the spaces INT H ± and INT H 0 , respectively; they determine extensions of the original representations of the group P X up to projective unitary and orthogonal representations of the group U (n, 1) X , respectively.
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